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Abstract. In this paper we obtain skew-product representations of the multidimensional Dunkl processes which
generalize the skew-product decomposition in dimension 1 obtained in L. Gallardo and M. Yor. Some remarkable
properties of the Dunkl martingales. Se´minaire de Probabilite´s XXXIX, 2006. We also study the radial part of the
Dunkl process, i.e. the projection of the Dunkl process on a Weyl chamber.
Re´sume´. Dans cet article nous obtenons des produits semi-directs des processus de Dunkl multidimensionnels qui
ge´ne´ralisent ceux obtenus en dimension 1 dans L. Gallardo and M. Yor. Some remarkable properties of the Dunkl
martingales. In Se´minaire de Probabilite´s XXXIX, 2006. Nous e´tudions les processus de Dunkl radiaux qui sont les
projections des processus de Dunkl sur une chambre de Weyl.
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1. Introduction
The study of the multidimensional Dunkl processes was originated in [18] and [20]. They were studied further
in [7, 8, 9, 10]. These processes share some important properties with Brownian motion: for example, they
are martingales and enjoy the chaotic representation property as well as the time-inversion property. To a
Dunkl process we can associate two processes: its Euclidean norm and its radial part. The Euclidean norm
of the Dunkl process is in fact a Bessel process and its radial part is a continuous Markov process taking
values in a Weyl chamber C. Note that a particular case of the radial part process – Brownian motion in a
Weyl chamber – is studied in [2].
It is well known that Brownian motion (and more generally any rotational invariant diffusion) can be
decomposed as the skew-product of a certain radial process and a time-changed spherical Brownian motion
(see [6, 17]). In general, the following question can be raised: suppose given a group G acting (not necessarily
transitively) on Rn and a Markov process on Rn, “invariant” by the action of G. Does this lead to a certain
skew-product decomposition of the Markov process? In this paper we answer this question in the case of the
This is an electronic reprint of the original article published by the Institute of Mathematical Statistics in
Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare´ - Probabilite´s et Statistiques, 2008, Vol. 44, No. 4, 593–611. This reprint
differs from the original in pagination and typographic detail.
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Dunkl processes and the group W – the group of symmetries of Rn. We also study XW – the radial part of
the Dunkl process noting some analogies between XW and Bessel processes.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some notations about martingale problems
and extended infinitesimal generators for Markov processes. In Section 3 we give the definition of the Dunkl
process and its radial part. We also present the invariance property of the Dunkl process under the action
of the group O(Rn).
Section 4 contains the study of the radial part of the Dunkl process. We give the condition on the
parameters of XW which guarantees that it does not hit the walls of a Weyl chamber C. This is done
by applying a famous argument due to McKean (see Problem 7, p. 47 in [16]). As a part of the proof
we find harmonic functions for XW which are analogs of harmonic functions for Bessel processes, i.e. the
adequate power or logarithm function. Under the condition that XW does not hit the walls of C it can
be characterized as the unique solution of a stochastic integral equation or as the unique solution of the
corresponding martingale problem (if XW hits the walls of C it can still be characterized as a unique solution
of the stochastic integral equation up to T0 – the first time it hits the walls of C).
In Section 5 we generalize the skew-product decomposition given in [10] to multidimensional Dunkl
processes. From [9] it is known that the Dunkl process can jump only in the directions given by the roots
of an associated root system. In Theorem 19 we construct the Dunkl process from its radial part by adding
the jumps in these directions one by one. In order to add the jumps we do the time-change then add jumps
in the fixed direction and then do the inverse time-change. In order to add the jumps in a fixed direction we
use the perturbation of generators technique from [5]. We also see that under a certain invariance condition
for the extended infinitesimal generator this perturbation is given by a skew-product with a Poisson process.
From Lemma 18 and Theorem 19 we obtain that the Dunkl process can be characterized as the unique
solution of a martingale problem. Note a similar result from [20], which is recalled in Theorem 4. Our result
holds for a more general class of processes – the two-parameter Dunkl processes (see [10] in dimension 1, [7]
and [15]), but we need to impose the condition which guarantees that the radial part of the Dunkl process
does not hit the wall of C.
2. Notations
We will constantly use martingale problems. Therefore, we need to recall here some definitions from [5]
which will be used later.
Let (S,d) be a metric space and DS [0,∞) (CS [0,∞)) the space of right continuous (continuous) functions
from [0,∞) into (S,d) having left limits. P(S) denotes the set of Borel probability measures on S. For any
x ∈ S, δx denotes the element of P(S) with unit mass at x. Let L be the space of all measurable functions on
S. A is a linear mapping whose domain D(A) is a subspace of L and whose range R(A) lies in L. Typically
D(A) will be C∞K (S) – the space of infinitely differentiable functions on S with compact support.
Let X be a measurable stochastic process with values in S defined on some probability space (Ω,F , P ).
For ν ∈ P(S) we say that X is a solution of the DS [0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν) if X is a process with
sample paths in DS [0,∞), P(X0 ∈ ·) = ν(·), and for any u ∈D(A)
u(Xt)− u(X0)−
∫ t
0
Au(Xs) ds
is an (FXt )-martingale, where FXt := F{Xs, s≤ t}, where in this paper F{Xs, s≤ t} indicates the sigma-
field generated by variables Xs, s≤ t. Let U be an open set of S and X be a process with sample paths in
DS [0,∞). Define the (FXt )-stopping time
τ := inf{t≥ 0|Xt /∈U or Xt− /∈U}.
Then X is a solution of the stopped DS [0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν,U) if P (X0 ∈ ·) = ν(·), X· =X·∧τ
a.s., and for any u ∈D(A)
u(Xt)− u(X0)−
∫ t∧τ
0
Au(Xs) ds
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is an (FXt )-martingale. If there exists a unique solution of a (stopped) martingale problem we will say that
the (stopped) martingale problem is well-posed.
In what follows it will be convenient to work with the extended infinitesimal generator (see [14, 21], VII).
We recall here the definition from ([21], VII).
If X is a Markov process with respect to (Ft), a Borel function f is said to belong to the domain DA
of the extended infinitesimal generator (or extended generator) if there exists a Borel function g such that,
a.s.,
∫ t
0 |g(Xs)|ds <+∞ for every t, and
f(Xt)− f(X0)−
∫ t
0
g(Xs) ds
is a (Ft, Px)-right-continuous martingale for every x.
3. Preliminaries
Let x · y denote the usual scalar product for x and y on Rn. For any α ∈Rn\{0}, σα denotes the reflection
with respect to the hyperplane Hα ⊂Rn orthogonal to α. For any x ∈Rn, it is given by
σα(x) = x− 2α · x
α · αα.
For our purposes we need the following definition (see, for example, [19]):
Definition 1. Let R⊂Rn\{0} be a finite set. Then R is called a (restricted) root system, if
1. R ∩Rα= {±α} for all α ∈R;
2. σα(R) =R for all α ∈R.
The subgroup W ⊂O(Rn) which is generated by the reflections {σα | α ∈R} is called the Weyl reflection
group associated with R.
One can prove that for any root system R in Rn, the reflection groupW is finite and the set of reflections
contained in W is exactly {σα, α ∈R} (see [19]).
Example 2 (Root system of type An−1). Let e1, . . . , en be the standard basis vectors of R
n, then
R= {±(ei − ej),1≤ i < j ≤ n}
is a root system in Rn.
Example 3 (Root system of type Bn). R = {±ei,1≤ i ≤ n,±(ei ± ej),1≤ i < j ≤ n} is a root system
on Rn.
Without loss of generality we will suppose that if R is a root system in Rn then for any α ∈R, α ·α= 2,
so that for any x ∈Rn
σα(x) = x− (α · x)α. (1)
For any given root system R take β ∈Rn\⋃α∈RHα, then R+ = {α ∈R | α ·β > 0} is its positive subsystem.
For any α ∈R either α ∈R+ or −α ∈R+. Of course the choice of R+ is not unique.
From [8, 20] the Dunkl processes X(k) are a family of ca`dla`g Markov processes with extended generators
Lk where, for any u ∈C2K(Rn), Lku is given by
Lku(x) = 1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
[∇u(x) · α
x · α −
u(x)− u(σαx)
(x · α)2
]
, (2)
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where k is a nonnegative multiplicity function invariant by the finite reflection group W associated with R,
i.e. k :R→ [0,+∞) and k ◦w ≡ k, for any w ∈W . It is simple to see that Lk does not depend on the choice
of R+. In what follows suppose that X0 ∈Rn\
⋃
α∈RHα a.s.
The semi-group densities of the Dunkl process with the generator (2) are given by
p
(k)
t (x, y) =
1
cktγ+n/2
exp
(
−|x|
2 + |y|2
2t
)
Dk
(
x√
t
,
y√
t
)
ωk(y), x, y ∈Rn, (3)
where Dk(u, v)> 0 is the Dunkl kernel (for the properties of the Dunkl kernel see [19]), γ :=
∑
α∈R+
k(α),
ωk(y) =
∏
α∈R+
|α · y|2k(α) and ck =
∫
Rn
e−|x|
2/2ωk(x) dx (see [18]).
We will need the following result from [20].
Theorem 4. Let (Pt)t≥0 be the semigroup of the Dunkl process given by its density (3) and let Lk be given
by (2). Let (Xt)t≥0 be a ca`dla`g process on R
n such that its Euclidean norm process (‖Xt‖)t≥0 on [0,+∞[ is
continuous. Then the following statements are equivalent.
1. (Xt)t≥0 is the Dunkl process associated with the semigroup (Pt)t≥0.
2. For any f ∈C2(Rn)
(Mft )t≥0 :=
(
f(Xt)− f(X0)−
∫ t
0
Lkf(Xs) ds
)
t≥0
is a local martingale.
3. For any f ∈C2K(Rn), (Mft )t≥0 is a martingale.
Consider now a fixed Weyl chamber C of the root-system R which is a connected component of
R
n\⋃α∈RHα. The space Rn/W of W -orbits in Rn can be identified to C, i.e. there exists a homeomorphism
φ :Rn/W → C. Denote XWt := pi(X(k)t ) – a radial part of the Dunkl process (or a radial Dunkl process), where
pi := φ ◦ pi1 (4)
and pi1 :R
n → Rn/W denotes the canonical projection. From [8], XW is a Markov process with extended
generator
LWk u(x) =
1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
∇u(x) · α
x · α , (5)
for any u ∈C20(C), such that ∇u(x) · α= 0 for x ∈Hα, α ∈R+. The semigroup densities of XW are of the
form
pWt (x, y) =
1
cktγ+n/2
exp
(
−|x|
2 + |y|2
2t
)
DWk
(
x√
t
,
y√
t
)
ωk(y), x, y ∈C, (6)
where
DWk (u, v) =
∑
w∈W
Dk(u,wv). (7)
From [20] the Dunkl process (Xt)t≥0 is a Feller process and its Euclidean norm (‖Xt‖)t≥0 is a Bessel
process of index γ + n/2− 1. It is easy to see that (XWt )t≥0 defined above is also a Feller process.
In order to state the next result, we denote the trajectory of the Dunkl process starting at x by
(X
(k,R,x)
t )t≥0. The following proposition is an analog for the Dunkl–Markov processes of the rotational
invariance property of the Brownian motion in Rn.
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Proposition 5. Let (X
(k,R,x)
t )t≥0,x∈Rn be the Dunkl process, O(R
n) – the orthogonal group of Rn. Then
for any θ ∈O(Rn)
(θX
(k,R,x)
t )t≥0,x∈Rn
(d)
= (X
(kθ,θR,θx)
t )t≥0,x∈Rn ,
where kθ : θR ∋ α→ k(tθα), tθ is the transpose of θ, θR= {θα,α ∈R}.
Proof. It will be convenient to denote LRk the extended generator of (X(k,R,x)t )t≥0,x∈Rn given by (2). By
Theorem 4 it is enough to prove that for any u ∈C2(Rn) and x ∈Rn
LθRkθ u(θx) =LRk (u ◦ θ)(x).
From (1) one has
(u ◦ θ)(σα(x)) = u(θx− (α · x)θα) = u(θx− (θα · θx)θα) = u(σθα(θx))
and
∇(u ◦ θ)(x) · α= (tθ∇u(θx)) · α=∇u(θx) · θα.
Then
LRk (u ◦ θ)(x) =
1
2
∆u(θx) +
∑
θα∈θR+
k(α)
[∇u(θx) · θα
θx · θα −
u(θx)− u(σθα(θx))
(θx · θα)2
]
= LθRkθ u(θx). 
4. Study of the Markov process XW
Consider the Weyl chamber C = {x ∈ Rn | x · α > 0, α ∈ R+}. We now study the radial part of the Dunkl
process, i.e. the Markov process (XWt )t≥0 with extended generator given by (5). (X
W
t )t≥0 is a continuous
Feller process with its values in C.
Denote
ωk(x) =
∏
α∈R+
(α · x)k(α), (8)
then for any u ∈C20(C), such that ∇u(x) · α= 0 for x ∈Hα, α ∈R+, and x ∈C
LWk u(x) =
1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
∇u(x) · α
x · α
=
1
2
∆u(x) +∇u(x) · ∇ log ω¯k(x).
The following proposition gives a condition on the function k :R→R+ in the definition of the extended
generator (5), which ensures that the process XW , such that XW0 ∈C a.s., never touches ∂C.
Proposition 6. Let XW be the radial Dunkl process, XW0 ∈ C a.s., with extended generator given by (5).
Suppose that for any α ∈R, k(α)≥ 12 . Define
T0 := inf{t > 0 |XWt ∈ ∂C}, (9)
then
T0 =+∞ a.s.
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Remark 7. Suppose that for any α ∈R,k(α)≥ 12 . From Proposition 6 Px(T0 =+∞) = 1, where Px denotes
the law of XW started at x ∈C. Let y ∈ ∂C. For any ε > 0, using (6), one obtains that Py(XWε ∈Hα∩C) = 0.
Since ∂C ⊂ (⋃α∈RHα) ∩C
Py(X
W
ε ∈C) = 1.
Hence, by the same argument as in ([13], p. 162),
Py(X
W
t ∈C,∀ε < t <+∞) =Ey(PXWε (XWt ∈C,∀0< t <+∞)) = 1,
where expectation Ey is computed under the law Py. Letting ε→ 0 one obtains
Py(T0 =+∞) = 1.
Hence Proposition 6 is true if XW0 ∈ ∂C.
In order to prove this proposition we need the following two lemmas.
Lemma 8. For x ∈C define
δ(x) :=
∏
α∈R+
(α · x)1−2k(α), (10)
then δ is harmonic in C for LWk given by (5), i.e. LWk δ(x) = 0 for any x ∈C.
Remark 9. It is important in the following proof that the function k in the definition of LWk is constant on
the orbits of R under the action of the associated Weyl group.
Proof of Lemma 8. For i = 1, . . . ,m let Ri be the orbits of R under the action of the associated Weyl
group W . Denote Ri+ =R
i ∩R+. Then for any {i1, . . . , il} ⊂ {1, . . . ,m}
Rˆ+ =R
i1
+ ∪ · · · ∪Ril+
is also a positive subsystem of the root system Rˆ=Ri1 ∪ · · · ∪Ril in Rn (the two conditions in Definition 1
for Rˆ are easily verified). Without loss of generality it is enough to consider the irreducible case and in that
case there are at most two orbits. Hence, it is enough to prove the lemma for m= 2. Denote
pii(x) =
∏
α∈Ri
+
(α · x).
Since k :R→R+ is constant on Ri+ define
ki := k(α), α ∈Ri+,
then
ωk(x) = pik11 (x)pik22 (x)
and
δ(x) = pi1−2k11 (x)pi
1−2k2
2 (x).
We want to prove that LWk δ(x) = 0 for any x ∈C. From Theorem 4.2.6 in ([4], p. 140), for any root system
R, if pi(x) =
∏
α∈R+
(α · x), then
∆pi(x) = 0.
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Note that
∆pi1−2k + 2(∇pi1−2k · ∇ logpik) = 0. (11)
Indeed
∆pi1−2k =∇ ·∇pi1−2k =∇ · ((1− 2k)pi−2k∇pi)
= (1− 2k)[−2kpi−2k−1(∇pi · ∇pi) + pi−2k∆pi]
= −2k(1− 2k)pi−2k−1(∇pi · ∇pi).
On the other hand
2(∇pi1−2k · ∇ logpik) = 2k(1− 2k)pi−2k−1(∇pi · ∇pi)
and the result (11) follows.
Denote
p¯i := pi1−2k11
and
pˆi := pik11 .
We need to check that
A=∆(pi1−2k11 pi
1−2k2
2 ) + 2(∇(pi1−2k11 pi1−2k22 ) · ∇ log(pik11 pik22 )) = 0
or
∆(p¯ipi1−2k22 ) + 2(∇(p¯ipi1−2k22 ) · ∇ log(pˆipik22 )) = 0.
One has
∆(p¯ipi1−2k22 ) = pi
1−2k2
2 ∆p¯i + p¯i∆(pi
1−2k2
2 ) + 2(∇p¯i · ∇pi1−2k22 )
and
∇(p¯ipi1−2k22 ) · ∇ log(pˆipik22 ) = (p¯i∇pi1−2k22 + pi1−2k22 ∇p¯i) · (∇ logpik22 +∇ log pˆi)
= (p¯i∇pi1−2k22 · ∇ logpik22 ) + (p¯i∇pi1−2k22 · ∇ log pˆi)
+ ((pi1−2k22 ∇p¯i) · ∇ logpik22 ) + ((pi1−2k22 ∇p¯i) · ∇ log pˆi),
then
A = pi1−2k22 ∆p¯i + 2pi
1−2k2
2 (∇p¯i · ∇ log pˆi) + p¯i∆(pi1−2k22 ) + 2p¯i(∇pi1−2k22 · ∇ logpik22 )
+ 2(∇p¯i · ∇pi1−2k22 ) + 2((p¯i∇pi1−2k22 ) · ∇ log pˆi) + 2((pi1−2k22 ∇p¯i) · ∇ logpik22 ).
But
∆p¯i + 2(∇p¯i · ∇ log pˆi) = 0
and
∆(pi1−2k22 ) + 2(∇pi1−2k22 · ∇ logpik22 ) = 0,
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hence
A = 2(∇p¯i · ∇pi1−2k22 ) + 2((p¯i∇pi1−2k22 ) · ∇ log pˆi) + 2((pi1−2k22 ∇p¯i) · ∇ logpik22 )
= 2p¯ipi1−2k22 [(∇ log p¯i · ∇ logpi1−2k22 ) + (∇ logpi1−2k22 · ∇ log pˆi) + (∇ log p¯i · ∇ logpik22 )].
But one has
(∇ log p¯i · ∇ logpi1−2k22 ) = (∇ logpi1−2k11 · ∇ logpi1−2k22 ) = (1− 2k1)(1− 2k2)(∇ logpi1 · ∇ logpi2),
(∇ logpi1−2k22 · ∇ log pˆi) = k1(1− 2k2)(∇ logpi1 · ∇ logpi2),
(∇ log p¯i · ∇ logpik22 ) = k2(1− 2k1)(∇ logpi1 · ∇ logpi2)
and
(∇ logpi1 · ∇ logpi2) = 1
pi1pi2
(∇pi1 · ∇pi2)
=
1
2pi1pi2
(∆(pi1pi2)− pi1∆pi2 − pi2∆pi1) = 0.
Hence A= 0 and the lemma is proven. 
In the same way one can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 10. For x ∈C define
δ¯(x) :=
∏
α∈R+,k(α) 6=1/2
(α · x)1−2k(α) log
∏
α∈R+,k(α)=1/2
(α · x), (12)
then δ¯ is harmonic in C for LWk given by (5).
Proof. Suppose that k(α) = 12 for any α ∈R then for any u ∈C2(C), x ∈C
LW1/2u(x) =
1
2
(∆u(x) + (∇u(x) · ∇ logpi(x))),
where pi(x) =
∏
α∈R+
(α · x). Then
∆logpi(x) =− 1
pi2(x)
(∇pi(x) · ∇pi(x)) + 1
pi(x)
∆pi(x) =− 1
pi2(x)
(∇pi(x) · ∇pi(x))
and
∆logpi(x) + (∇ logpi(x) · ∇ logpi(x)) = 0.
Denote
p¯i1 :=
∏
α∈R+,k(α) 6=1/2
(α · x)1−2k(α) =
∏
1≤i≤m,ki 6=1/2
pi1−2kii ,
pˆi1 :=
∏
α∈R+,k(α) 6=1/2
(α · x)k(α) =
∏
1≤i≤m,ki 6=1/2
pikii ,
p¯i2 := log
∏
α∈R+,k(α)=1/2
(α · x),
pˆi2 :=
∏
α∈R+,k(α)=1/2
(α · x)1/2,
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then ω¯k = pˆi1pˆi2 and δ¯ = p¯i1p¯i2. In order to prove Lemma 10 one needs to check that
∆(p¯i1p¯i2) + 2(∇(p¯i1p¯i2) · ∇ log(pˆi1pˆi2)) = 0,
but it is equal to
p¯i2[∆p¯i1 +2(∇p¯i1 · ∇ log(pˆi1))] + p¯i1[∆p¯i2 + 2(∇p¯i2 · ∇ log(pˆi2))]
+ 2(∇p¯i1 · ∇p¯i2) + 2p¯i2(∇p¯i1 · ∇ log pˆi2) + 2p¯i1(∇p¯i2 · ∇ log pˆi1)
and in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 8 one can see that it is equal to zero. 
Using Lemmas 8 and 10 one obtains the following result, which will lead to a presentation of XW (see
Corollaries 13 and 14).
Lemma 11. Let ωk be defined by (8) and k(α) ≥ 12 for any α ∈ R. Suppose that X0 ∈ C a.s., then there
exists a unique solution X of the stochastic integral equation
Xt =X0 + βt +
∫ t
0
∇ logωk(Xs) ds, (13)
where (βt)t≥0 is a Brownian motion on R
n. Furthermore P(∀t > 0,Xt ∈C) = 1.
Proof. We will follow the proof of the similar argument given in ([1] Lemma 3.2). Since the function
∇ logωk ∈C∞(C) Eq. (13) has a unique (strong) maximal solution in C, defined up to time ζ, where ζ is
an explosion time or the exit time from C.
Case 1 (k(α) 6= 12 for any α ∈R). From Lemma 8 the function δ defined by (10) is harmonic and positive
on C. By Ito’s formula one deduces that {δ(Xt), t < ζ} is a positive local martingale, thus it converges a.s.
when t→ ζ. But δ =+∞ on ∂C, therefore ‖Xt‖→+∞ when t→ ζ. On the other hand by Ito’s formula for
t < ζ
‖Xt‖2 = ‖X0‖2 + 2
∫ t
0
(Xs · dβs) + 2
∫ t
0
γ ds+ tn
= ‖X0‖2 + 2
∫ t
0
‖Xs‖dβ˜s+ t(n+ 2γ),
where γ =
∑
α∈R+
k(α) and β˜t =
∫ t
0 ‖Xs‖−1(Xs · dβs), t < ζ is a real-valued Brownian motion up to time
ζ. This shows that ‖Xt‖2 is the square of a (n+ 2γ)-dimensional Bessel process up to time ζ (started at
‖X0‖2 > 0 a.s.). Since ‖Xt‖2 → +∞, by standard results (see [21], XI.1) ζ = +∞ a.s. This implies that
T0 =+∞ a.s., where T0 is defined by (9).
Case 2 (There exists α ∈R such that k(α) = 12 ). From Lemma 10 and Ito’s formula, {δ¯(Xt), t < ζ} is a
continuous local martingale. Let At := 〈δ¯(X), δ¯(X)〉t for t < ζ and τt := inf{s≥ 0 |As = t}, then by Theorem
1.7 in ([21], Chapter V) Bt = δ¯(Xτt)− δ¯(X0) will be a real-valued Brownian motion up to time Aζ . If ζ <+∞
we have already seen that ‖Xt‖ cannot tend to +∞. Hence, if t→ ζ, either δ¯(Xt) tends to +∞ or to −∞.
Therefore, either Bt tends to +∞ or to −∞, when t→ Aζ , but that is impossible for Brownian motion,
either because Aζ <+∞, or because Aζ =+∞ and Bt ≥ 0 (Bt ≤ 0) infinitely often when t→+∞. 
Proof of Proposition 6. Let
Cm :=
{
x ∈C
∣∣∣ x · α > 1
m
,α ∈R,‖x‖<m
}
. (14)
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Take gm ∈C∞(Rn) such that gm ≡ logωk on Cm+1 and gm ≡ 0 on Rn\Cm+2. For any u ∈C∞K (Rn), define
Lm by
Lmu(x) = 1
2
∆u(x) + (∇u(x) · ∇gm(x)).
Let (XWt )t≥0 be the radial part of the Dunkl process and τˆm := inf{s > 0 | XWs /∈ Cm}. For any f ∈
C∞K (R
n) there exists f˜ ∈C∞K (C) such that f˜ ≡ f on Cm+1. Then from (5)
f˜(XWt∧τˆm)− f˜(XW0 )−
∫ t∧τˆm
0
LWk f˜(XWs ) ds= f(XWt∧τˆm)− f(XW0 )−
∫ t∧τˆm
0
Lmf(XWs ) ds (15)
is a martingale.
Let X be the solution of (13) such that
P(X0 ∈ ·) = P(XW0 ∈ ·) = ν¯(·) (16)
for ν¯ ∈ P(C). Let τ¯m := inf{s > 0 |Xs /∈Cm}. Then from Lemma 11 one deduces that
τ¯m→+∞ a.s. (17)
Furthermore from (13) and Ito’s formula one deduces that
f(Xt∧τ¯m)− f(X0)−
∫ t∧τ¯m
0
Lmf(Xs) ds (18)
is a martingale for f ∈C∞K (Rn).
By Theorem 3.3 in ([5], p. 379) for any ν ∈ P(Rn) the DRn [0,∞) martingale problem (Lm, ν) is well
posed. Then by Theorem 6.1 in ([5], p. 216) for each ν ∈P(Rn) the stopped DRn [0,∞) martingale problem
(Lm, ν,Cm) is well-posed. But from (15), (18) and (16) XW
·∧τˆm
and X
·∧τ¯m are solutions of (Lm, ν¯,Cm). Hence
(XWt∧τˆm)t≥0
(d)
= (Xt∧τ¯m)t≥0 (19)
and P(τˆm < t) = P(τ¯m < t), for any t > 0. Hence from (17)
τˆm→+∞ a.s.
and passing to the limit as m→∞ in (19) one obtains that
(XWt )t≥0
(d)
= (Xt)t≥0
and
T0 =+∞ a.s.,
where T0 is defined by (9). 
Since XWt = pi(Xt), where Xt is the Dunkl process one obtains
Corollary 12. Let (Xt)t≥0 be the Dunkl process, such that X0 ∈Rn\
⋃
α∈R+
Hα a.s., with extended gener-
ator given by (2). Suppose that, for any α ∈R, k(α)≥ 12 . Define
T0 := inf
{
t > 0
∣∣∣Xt ∈ ⋃
α∈R+
Hα
}
,
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then
T0 =+∞ a.s.
The proof of Proposition 6 leads to
Corollary 13. Let (XWt )t≥0 be the radial Dunkl process, such that X0 ∈ C a.s., with extended generator
given by (5). Suppose that for any α ∈R k(α)≥ 12 . Then XW is the unique solution to the stochastic integral
equation
Xt =X0 + βt +
∫ t
0
∇ logωk(Xs) ds,
where (βt)t≥0 is a Brownian motion in R
n and ωk is given by (8). This solution is strong in the sense of
([12], IV).
Denote ν(·) := P(XW0 ∈ ·), then XW is a unique solution to the CC [0,∞) martingale problem (∧LWk , ν),
where ∧LWk is the restriction of LWk on C∞K (C).
Suppose now that there exists α ∈ R such that k(α) < 12 and consider the radial Dunkl process. The
preceding results extend to this case if one works till T0 – the first time the process hits the walls of the
Weyl chamber. Loosely speaking, here, T0 is considered as if it were an “explosion time.” One gets the
following corollary.
Corollary 14. Let (XWt )t≥0 be the radial Dunkl process, such that X0 ∈ C a.s., with extended generator
given by (5). Suppose that there exists α ∈R such that k(α)< 12 . Let T0 be defined by (9). Then (XWt , t < T0)
is the unique solution to the stochastic integral equation
Xt =X0 + βt +
∫ t
0
∇ logωk(Xs) ds, t < T0,
where (βt)t≥0 is a Brownian motion in R
n and ωk is given by (8). This solution is strong in the sense of
([12], IV).
Proof. Is analogous to the proof of Lemma 11 and Proposition 6. 
Remark 15. One can show that the result of Corollary 14 is true for t ≥ 0 and XW “reflects instantly”
when it reaches ∂C (see [3]).
5. Skew-product decomposition of jumps
Let X be a Dunkl process, pi :Rn→ C be given by (4). Since X is ca`dla`g and pi(X) is continuous it will be
useful to introduce the space Dpi
Rn
[0,∞) defined by
Dpi
Rn
[0,∞) := {ω ∈DRn [0,∞) | pi ◦ω ∈CC [0,∞)}. (20)
Let E :=Rn\⋃α∈RHα. Denote
DpiE [0,∞) := {ω ∈DE [0,∞) | pi ◦ ω ∈CC [0,∞)}.
We will say that X is a solution of the DpiE [0,∞) (DpiRn [0,∞)) martingale problem (A, ν) if X is a process
with sample paths in DpiE [0,∞) (DpiRn [0,∞)) and X is a solution of the DE [0,∞) (DRn [0,∞)) martingale
problem (A, ν).
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Let λ > 0 and α ∈R+. Let D(A)⊂C∞K (E) and R(A) ⊂C∞K (E). Suppose that for any ν ∈ P(Rn) there
exists X – a solution of the Dpi
Rn
[0,∞) martingale problem for (A, ν). We will need the following construction
from ([5], p. 256). Let Ω =
∏∞
k=1(DRn [0,∞)× [0,∞)) and (Xk,∆k) denote the coordinate random variables.
Define Gk = F(Xl,∆l: l ≤ k) and Gk = F(Xl,∆l: l ≥ k). Then there is a probability distribution on Ω
such that for each k Xk is a solution of the D
pi
Rn
[0,∞) martingale problem for A, ∆k is independent of
F(X1, . . . ,Xk,∆1, . . . ,∆k−1) and exponentially distributed with parameter λ, and for A1 ∈ Gk and A2 ∈
Gk+1,
P(A1 ∩A2) =E(IA1P[A2|Xk+1(0) = σα(Xk(∆k))]) (21)
and P(X1(0) ∈ ·) = ν(·). Define τ0 = 0, τk =
∑k
i=1∆i, and Nt = k for τk ≤ t < τk+1. Note that N is a Poisson
process with parameter λ. Define
Y (t) =Xk+1(t− τk), τk ≤ t < τk+1, (22)
and Ft :=FYt ∨FNt .
Notation 16. We will denote Y in (22) by X ∗αN .
Lemma 17. Let D(A)⊂C∞K (E) and R(A)⊂C∞K (E). Suppose that for any ν ∈ P(E) there exists a solution
X of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν). Then for any ν ∈ P(E) there exists a Poisson process N with
parameter λ such that Y =X ∗α N , where ∗α is defined by (22), is a solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale
problem (Aλ,α, ν), where for any u ∈D(A) and x ∈E
Aλ,αu(x) =Au(x) + λ(u(σαx)− u(x)).
Furthermore if for any u ∈D(A) and x ∈E
A(u ◦ σα)(x) =Au(σα(x)), (23)
then there exists a solution of (Aλ,α, ν) given by
(Yt)t≥0 := (σ
Nt
α Xt)t≥0,
where N is a Poisson process with parameter λ independent of X.
Proof. We follow the proof of Proposition 10.2 in ([5], p. 256). Since E is not complete one shall consider the
Dpi
Rn
[0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν˜). For any ν˜ ∈ P(Rn) let X˜0 be such that P(X˜0 ∈ ·) = ν˜(·). If ν˜(E) = 0,
then X˜t := X˜0, for any t ≥ 0, is a solution of the DpiRn [0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν˜). If ν˜(E) > 0 and
(Xt)t≥0 is a solution of the D
pi
E [0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν¯) with ν¯(·) = ν˜(·)/ν˜(E), ν¯ ∈ P(E), then
X˜t :=XtI{X˜0∈E} + X˜0I{X˜0 /∈E} is a solution of the D
pi
Rn
[0,∞) martingale problem (A, ν˜). Taking µ(x, ·) =
δσα(x)(·) and using Proposition 10.2 in ([5], p. 256) one obtains that Y = X˜ ∗α N is a solution of the
DRn [0,∞) martingale problem (Aλ,α, ν˜). Let ν˜ = ν ∈ P(E), then X˜ ≡ X is a solution of the DpiE [0,∞)
martingale problem (A, ν). Furthermore, from (21)
P
(⋂
k≥1
{Xk+1(0) = σα(Xk(∆k))}
)
= 1
and
P
(⋂
k≥1
{Y (τk) = σα(Y (τk−))}
)
= 1.
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Hence
P
(⋂
k≥1
{pi(Y (τk)) = pi(Y (τk−))}
)
= 1.
Since Xk has paths in D
pi
E [0,∞) for any k ≥ 1 pi(Y ) is a.s. continuous and Y is a process with sample paths
in DE [0,∞). Hence Y is a solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (Aλ,α, ν).
Suppose now that (23) is true. Let N be a Poisson process independent of X and τk := inf{s≥ 0 |Ns = k}.
Let Yt = σ
Nt
α Xt. Note that for any u ∈C∞K (E)
Mut := u(Xt)− u(X0)−
∫ t
0
Au(Xs) ds
is a (FXt )-martingale.
Since (τi)i≥0 are independent from M
u, for any k ≥ 0
u(X((t∨ τ2k)∧ τ2k+1))− u(X(τ2k))−
∫ (t∨τ2k)∧τ2k+1
τ2k
Au(Xs) ds (24)
is a (Ft)-martingale. From (23)
u(σαX((t ∨ τ2k+1)∧ τ2k+2))− u(σαX(τ2k+1))−
∫ (t∨τ2k+1)∧τ2k+2
τ2k+1
Au(σαXs) ds (25)
is a (Ft)-martingale. Summing (24) and (25) over k one gets that
u(σNtα Xt)− u(X0)−
∫ t
0
Au(σNsα Xs) ds−
Nt∑
k=1
(u(σk+1α Xτk)− u(σkαXτk)) (26)
is a (Ft)-martingale. But∫ t
0
(u(σαYs−)− u(Ys−)) d(Ns − λs) (27)
also is a (Ft)-martingale. Note that since N is independent of X
∫ t
0
(u(σαYs−)− u(Ys−)) dNs =
Nt∑
k=1
(u(σαYτk)− u(Yτk)).
Adding (26) and (27) and noting that: σkαXτk = Yτk , one gets that
u(Yt)− u(X0)−
(∫ t
0
Au(Ys) ds+ λ
∫ t
0
(u(σαYs)− u(Ys)) ds
)
is a (Ft)-martingale. 
Lemma 18. Suppose that k :R→ [ 12 , +∞) is a W -invariant multiplicity function, l :R→ [0, +∞), and for
any u ∈C∞K (E), x ∈E
Lk,lu(x) = 1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
∇u(x) · α
x · α +
∑
α∈R+
l(α)
u(σαx)− u(x)
(x · α)2 .
Let pi :E→ C be defined by (4). For any ν ∈ P(E), if there exists a solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale
problem (Lk,l, ν), then it is unique.
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Proof. Let X be a solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (Lk,l, ν). Let us fix a Weyl chamber C
and a projection pi :E→C, defined by (4). Denote Yt := pi(Xt), then taking functions u∈C∞K (E) such that
u(σαx) = u(x) for any α ∈R and x ∈E one sees that u(X·) = u(Y·) and
u(Yt)− u(Y0)−
∫ t
0
LWk u(Ys) ds
is a martingale. Hence, from the results in the previous section Y is a unique solution of the CC [0,∞)
martingale problem (LWk , νˆ), where νˆ(·) = ν(pi−1(·)), i.e. Y is a radial Dunkl process. Define
Bm :=
⋃
w∈W
w(Cm),
where Cm is defined by (14) and Tm := inf{s≥ 0|Xs /∈Bm or Xs− /∈Bm}. Since Xs /∈Bm⇐⇒ Ys /∈Cm and
Y is a.s. continuous
Tm = inf{s≥ 0 | Ys /∈Cm}→∞ as m→∞ a.s. (28)
and for any t≥ 0 and m sufficiently large, such that X0 ∈Cm,
Xt∧Tm ∈Cm. (29)
As in the proof of Proposition 6 there exist bounded functions gm ∈C∞(Rn), fα,m ∈C∞(Rn), such that
gm ≡ logωk on Bm+1 and gm ≡ 0 on Rn\Bm+2, whereωk is defined by (8), and for any α ∈R fα,m(x) = 1(x·α)2
for x ∈Bm+1 and fα,m ≡ 0 on Rn\Bm+2. For any u ∈C∞K (Rn), define Am by
Amu(x) = 1
2
∆u(x) + (∇u(x) · ∇gm(x)) +
∑
α∈R+
l(α)fα,m(x)(u(σαx)− u(x)).
By Theorem 3.3 in ([5], p. 379) for any ν ∈ P(E) the DRn [0,∞) martingale problem (Am, ν) is well-posed.
By Theorem 6.1 in ([5], p. 216) the stopped DRn [0,∞) martingale problem (Am, ν,Bm) is well-posed. Since
for any u ∈ C∞K (Rn), x ∈ Bm+1 Amu(x) = Lk,lu(x) and using (29), X·∧Tm is a solution of the stopped
DRn [0,∞) martingale problem (Am, ν,Bm). Hence, the distribution of (Xt∧Tm)t≥0 is uniquely determined.
Using (28) one obtains that the distribution of (Xt)t≥0 is uniquely determined. 
Suppose that R = {±α1,±α2, . . . ,±αm}, R+ = {α1, α2, . . . , αm}. For any i = 1, . . . ,m define Ri =
{±α1,±α2, . . . ,±αi}, Ri+ = {α1, α2, . . . , αi}, R0 =R0+ = ∅.
Theorem 19. Let X be the Dunkl process, with extended generator given by (2), such that X0 = x ∈E a.s.
and XW – its radial part. Suppose that for any α ∈R+, k(α)≥ 12 .
(i) For i = 1, . . . ,m there exist Poisson processes N i with intensity k(αi) respectively and processes Y
i,
defined recursively by
Y 0t :=X
W
t
and
Y iτ i
·
:= Y i−1
τ˜ i−1
·
∗αi N i, (30)
where
Ait :=
∫ t
0
ds
(Y is · αi)2
, τ it := inf{s≥ 0 |Ais > t} (31)
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and
A˜i−1t :=
∫ t
0
ds
(Y i−1s · αi)2
, τ˜ i−1t := inf{s≥ 0 | A˜i−1s > t}, (32)
such that for any t > 0 Ait <+∞ a.s., τ it <+∞ a.s., A˜i−1t <+∞ a.s., τ˜ i−1t <+∞ a.s., and (Xt)t≥0
(d)
=
(Y mt )t≥0, i.e. Y
m is a Dunkl process with extended generator given by (2).
(ii) For any i= 0, . . . ,m Y i is a Markov process with extended generator Gi, such that for any u ∈C∞K (E)
Giu(x) = 1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
∇u(x) · α
x · α +
∑
α∈Ri
+
k(α)
u(σαx)− u(x)
(x · α)2 . (33)
(iii) If for some i= 1, . . . ,m
σαi(R
i−1) =Ri−1, (34)
then Y i can be given by
Y it = σ
Ni∫ t
0
(Y
i−1
s ·αi)
−2 ds
αi Y
i−1
t , (35)
where N i is a Poisson process with intensity k(αi) independent from Y
i−1.
Remark 20. Let k(α) ≥ 12 for any α ∈ R+. Fix a Weyl chamber C and x ∈ C and suppose that XW0 = x
a.s. From the previous section we now that XWt ∈ C for any t ≥ 0 a.s. Let Y i, i = 0, . . . ,m be defined by
Theorem 19. Then Y i ∈Ci for any t≥ 0 a.s., where Ci are defined recursively as follows:
C0 =C,
Ci+1 =Ci ∪ σαi(Ci) (36)
and Cm =R
n.
Remark 21. The decomposition (30) depends on the way one enumerates the elements of R. Different
enumerations lead to different skew-product decompositions of the Dunkl process.
Remark 22. One has σαm(R
m−1) =Rm−1 and σα1(R
0) =R0. Therefore Y 1 and Y m can always be taken
in the form (35).
Remark 23. There is some analogy between this decomposition and the skew-product decomposition of
Brownian motion on the n-dimensional sphere in terms of the Legendre processes and Brownian motion
on (n− 1) -dimensional sphere in ([11], 7.15): one can iterate the skew-product decomposition of Brownian
motion on n-dimensional sphere in order to get Brownian motion on (n − 2)-dimensional sphere, then
Brownian motion on (n− 3)-dimensional sphere, etc.
Example 24. Take R=B2 and R+ = {α1, . . . , α4}, where α1 := e1 − e2, α2 := e1 + e2, α3 := e1, α4 := e2,
and C = {x = (x1, x2) ∈ R2 | x2 > 0 and x1 > x2}. Then the condition (34) is true for i = 1, . . . ,4 and we
obtain the skew-product decomposition (35).
Example 25. The condition (34) is not always satisfied. As a counterexample one can take R=A2.
Proof of Theorem 19. The proof is done by induction. Let us fix a Weyl chamber C of W and consider
XW – the radial part of the Dunkl process. For any x ∈ E there is one and only one wx ∈W such that
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wx(x) ∈C. Define X˜W started at x ∈E by wx(XW ), where XW is the radial part of Dunkl process started
at wx(x). One can see that the extended radial part X˜
W is a Feller process on E which is a.s. continuous
with extended generator given by,
LWk u(x) =
1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
∇u(x) · α
x · α , (37)
(u ∈C∞K (E)). Note also that pi(X˜W ) is a.s. continuous. Let Px be the law of XW on CE [0,∞). For any
ν ∈P(E), let Pν be the law on CE [0,∞) given by
Pν(·) =
∫
E
ν(dx)Px(·).
Then the process X¯W with the law Pν is a solution of the D
pi
E [0,∞) martingale problem (G0, ν) (in order
to recover the radial Dunkl process XW started at x ∈C, one poses ν = δx). By Lemma 18 this solution is
unique. Furthermore X¯W is a Markov process.
For any ν ∈ P(E) let Y j−1 be the unique solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (Gj−1, ν). Since
the paths of Y j−1 are in DpiE [0,∞) the process log(αj · Y j−1)2 is ca`dla`g in R. Therefore, for any t > 0
log(αj · Y j−1)2 is uniformly bounded on [0, t] and (αj · Y j−1)2 is uniformly bounded from zero on [0, t].
Hence
A˜j−1t =
∫ t
0
ds
(Y j−1s · αj)2
<+∞ a.s.
Next
A˜j−1t =
∫ t
0
ds
(Y j−1s · αj)2
≥ 1
2
∫ t
0
ds
‖Y j−1s ‖2
.
But from (33) for any f ∈C∞K ((0,+∞)) denoting ηt := ‖Y j−1t ‖2
f(ηt)− f(η0)−
∫ t
0
ds[2ηsf
′′(ηs) + (n+ 2γ)f
′(ηs)]
is a martingale. Since η is the square of an (n+ 2γ)-dimensional Bessel process (started at η0 with the law
ν)
∫ t
0
1
ηs
ds→∞, as t→∞ a.s.
Hence A˜j−1t →∞, as t→∞, and τ˜ j−1· < +∞ a.s. Finally τ˜ j−1· is a.s. strictly increasing continuous time-
change with inverse A˜j−1
·
. As in ([22], p. 168) for any u ∈C∞K (E)
Mut := u(Y
j−1
τ˜ j−1t
)− u(Y j−10 )−
∫ t
0
(Y j−1
τ˜ j−1s
· αj)2Gj−1u(Y j−1τ˜ j−1s ) ds (38)
is a local martingale. Since (Mut )t≥0 is a.s. bounded on bounded time intervals it is a martingale. Hence,
Y j−1
τ˜ j−1
·
is a solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem ((· · αj)2Gj−1, ν). Next by Lemma 17 there exists
a Poisson process N j with intensity k(αj) such that the process Z
j = Y j−1
τ˜ j−1
·
∗αj N j is a solution of the
DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (Aj , ν), where for any u∈C∞K (E)
Aju(x) = (x · αj)2Gj−1u(x) + k(αj)(u(σαjx)− u(x)).
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Note that (
∫ t
0 (αj · Zjs )2 ds)t≥0 is an a.s. strictly increasing, finite, continuous time-change. Let τ¯ :=
limt→+∞
∫ t
0 (αj ·Zjs)2 ds. For any t < τ¯ , define τ(t) as a unique solution of
t=
∫ τ(t)
0
(αj · Zjs)2 ds.
Then
d
dt
τ(t) =
1
(αj ·Zjτ(t))2
.
Define now Y jt := Z
j
τ(t), for t < τ¯ . Then
τ(t) =
∫ t
0
ds
(αj · Y js )2
,
τ(t) <+∞ for any t < τ¯ and τ(t)→+∞, as t→ τ¯ . Hence, there exists a sequence {τn} ⊂ (0, τ¯), such that
τn→ τ¯ and (αj · Y jτn)2→ 0, as n→+∞. Since for any u ∈C∞K (E)
u(Zjt )− u(Zj0)−
∫ t
0
((Zjs · αj)2Gj−1u(Zjs) + k(αj)(u(σαjZjs )− u(Zjs )))ds
is a martingale, as for (38),
u(Y jt )− u(Y j0 )−
∫ t
0
(Gj−1u(Y js ) + k(αj)(Y js · αj)−2(u(σαjY js )− u(Y js ))) ds, t < τ¯ ,
is a martingale. Denote YW := pi(Y j), then for any u ∈C∞K (C)
u(Y Wt )− u(Y W0 )−
∫ t
0
LWk u(Y Ws ) ds, t < τ¯ ,
is a martingale. This shows that Y W is a radial Dunkl process up to time τ¯ . Since (αj · Y jτn)2 → 0, as
n→ +∞, limn→+∞ Y Wτn /∈ C and for any α ∈ R+ k(α) ≥ 12 , by the results of the previous section τn →∞
a.s. and τ¯ =+∞ a.s. Hence∫ t
0
ds
(αj · Y js )2
→+∞, as t→+∞
and for any t > 0 Ajt < +∞, τ jt < +∞ a.s. Furthermore Y j is a solution of DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem
(Gj , ν). Now by Lemma 18 the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (Gj , ν) is well-posed. Since the DpiE [0,∞)
martingale problem (Gj , ν) is well-posed for any ν ∈ P(E), by the same argument as in Theorem 4.2(a) in
([5], p. 184), Y j is a Markov process.
Finally when j =m one obtains that Y m is the unique solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem
(Gm, ν), but for any u ∈C∞K (E)
Gmu(x) = Lku(x).
Therefore Y m is a Dunkl process.
In order to get (iii) note that from (34) for any u ∈C∞K (E) and x ∈E
Gi−1(u ◦ σαi)(x) = Gi−1u(σαi(x)),
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and by Lemma 17 one can take Y i
τ i
·
= Zi
·
, where τ it =
∫ t
0 (αi ·Zis)2 ds and
Zi
·
= σ
Ni
·
αi Y
i−1
τ˜ i−1
·
,
where N i is a Poisson process with intensity k(αi) independent from Y
i−1
τ˜ i (hence, independent from Y
i−1).
But
(σαix · αi)2 = ((αi · x)− (αi · x)(αi · αi))2 = (x · αi)2
and
τ it =
∫ t
0
(αi ·Zis)2 ds=
∫ t
0
(αi · Y i−1τ˜ i−1s )
2
ds. (39)
Finally differentiating the equality
t= A˜i−1
τ˜ i−1t
one gets that
d
dt
τ˜ i−1t = (αi · Y i−1τ˜ i−1t )
2
and from (39) τ i
·
= τ˜ i−1
·
. Hence,
Y it = σ
Ni
A˜
i−1
t
αi Y
i−1
t . 
From Theorem 19 if (34) and (40) hold for some j we can deduce the following relationship between the
semigroups of Y j and Y j−1.
Proposition 26. Under the conditions of Theorem 19 suppose that for a certain j (34) holds. Fix a Weyl
chamber C. Let Y 00 ∈ C a.s., then Y j−1 ∈ Cj−1 and Y j ∈ Cj a.s., where (Ci) are defined by (36). Suppose
that P j−1t (x,dy) and P
j
t (x,dy) are the semi-groups of Y
j−1 and Y j respectively, and
Cj−1 ∩ σαj (Cj−1) = ∅, (40)
then for any x, y ∈Cj−1
P j−1t (x,dy) = P
j
t (x,dy) + P
j
t (x,σαj (dy)). (41)
Proof. By Remark 20
Cj =Cj−1 ∪ σαj (Cj−1).
For any bounded measurable f :Cj−1→R define g :Cj →R such that for any x ∈Cj
g(x) := f(x)I{x∈Cj−1} + f(σαj (x))I{x∈σαj (Cj−1)},
then for any x ∈Cj−1
Exg(Y
j
t ) =
∫
Cj−1
f(y)P jt (x,dy) +
∫
σαj (Cj−1)
f(σαj (y))P
j
t (x,dy)
=
∫
Cj−1
f(y)(P jt (x,dy) +P
j
t (x,σαj (dy))). (42)
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On the other hand
Exg(Y
j
t ) = Exf(Y
j−1
t ) =
∫
Cj−1
f(y)P j−1t (x,dy). (43)
Comparing (42) and (43) one obtains (41). 
Using Lemma 18 and the analog of Theorem 19 (one should change k to k′ in the proper places) one
can introduce a slightly more general class of Markov processes than Dunkl processes – the (k, k′)-Dunkl
processes. These processes are introduced in dimension 1 in [10] and in general dimensions in [7] (see also
[15]) and are two parameter analogs of Dunkl processes. They are characterized by their extended generator,
for any u ∈C∞K (E),
Lk,k′u(x) = 1
2
∆u(x) +
∑
α∈R+
k(α)
∇u(x) · α
x · α −
∑
α∈R+
k′(α)
u(x)− u(σαx)
(x · α)2 , (44)
where k :R→ [ 12 ,∞) and k′ :R→ [0,∞) are two multiplicity functions invariant by the finite reflection group
W associated with R. The rest of the notations is the same as in (2). Denote such processes by X(k,k
′). It is
simple to see that the radial part of XW = pi(X(k,k
′)) is the same as for the Dunkl process X(k). Note that
by Lemma 18 X(k,k
′), started at x ∈E, is a unique solution of the DpiE [0,∞) martingale problem (Lk,k′ , δx).
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